AX50
anti matériiel rifle
The AX50 is fitted with a large, recoil absorbing, butt pad for increased comfort. The user can easily customise the length of pull using the 10mm butt spacers included.

**Action**
A proprietary, flat bottomed, high grade steel action is bolted to the full-length aluminium chassis. A full width recoil lug totally eliminates movement, ensuring that zero will be maintained in arduous conditions. Two pressure release points minimise blowback in the event of a cartridge failure.

The integral Picatinny Rail provides an internationally accepted interface for many optical systems.

**Adjustable Cheekpiece**
A height adjustable, cheekpiece is fitted as standard and allows the user to observe the target area for extended periods with minimal fatigue. The cheekpiece is height adjustable with quick and the adjustment can be secured to maximise the extended length of 50mm (2").

**Adjustable stock design**
The new external stock design facilitates a secure yet comfortable shooting position and greatly improves the user's ability to carry and move with the rifle. The stock is easily lengthened or shortened to maximise comfort and lubricants used in small arms maintenance.

**Adjustable Cheekpiece**
A height adjustable, cheekpiece is fitted as standard and allows the user to observe the target area for extended periods with minimal fatigue. The cheekpiece is height adjustable with quick and the adjustment can be secured to maximise the extended length of 50mm (2").

**Accuracy**
All rifles are shot and function tested before leaving the factory.

**Adjustable stock design**
The new external stock design facilitates a secure yet comfortable shooting position and greatly improves the user’s ability to carry and move with the rifle. The stock is easily lengthened or shortened to maximise comfort and lubricants used in small arms maintenance.

**Anti Matériel Rifle**
The AX50 is designed to withstand constant military deployment, the new generation AX50 long range anti matériel rifle from Accuracy International is based on the DNA of the battle proven AW50. Inheriting the toughness, reliability and ease of maintenance of its powerful predecessor, the AX50 exhibits all the features necessary for more critical accuracy and consistent shot performance in the harshest conditions. Simply perfection.

**Butt pad**
The butt pad of the AX50 is fitted with a large, recoil absorbing, butt pad for increased comfort. The user can easily customise the length of pull using the 10mm butt spacers included.

**Folding Points**
Three sling attachment points are provided as standard. The two rear sling points can be moved according to user preference.

**Folding Points**
Three sling attachment points are provided as standard. The two rear sling points can be moved according to user preference.

**Magazine**
One five-shot detachable steel magazine is included. This industry leading design is corrosion resistant and low friction for reliable feeding.

**Pistol grip**
The ergonomically advanced pistol grip.

**Rear observation support**
The extendable rear support enables the user to observe the target area for extended periods with minimal fatigue. Designed with quick and fine adjustment to a maximum extended length of 50mm (2").

**Safety mechanism**
The two-position safety blocks the firing pin and locks the bolt in the closed position when to the rear, and allows the weapon to fire in the forward position. The safety will only operate when the bolt is cocked.

**Sling points**
Three sling attachment points are provided as standard. The two rear sling points can be moved according to user preference.

**Trigger assembly**
The two-stage trigger allows a large stage engagement to be maintained until the first stage is taken up, thereby reducing the risk of an accidental discharge. Adjustable for pull weights of 1.5-2.0kg (3.3-4.4lb), the trigger can easily be removed for cleaning by simply loosening two socket-head screws.

**Trigger assembly**
The two-stage trigger allows a large stage engagement to be maintained until the first stage is taken up, thereby reducing the risk of an accidental discharge. Adjustable for pull weights of 1.5-2.0kg (3.3-4.4lb), the trigger can easily be removed for cleaning by simply loosening two socket-head screws.

**Bolt**
The 30mm diameter steel, close fitting bolt, combined with vents and a gas retarded mechanism in the event of a cartridge failure. The bolt is securely bolted to the stock rails, just above the trigger to minimise movement of the user’s hand.

**Bolt**
The 30mm diameter steel, close fitting bolt, combined with vents and a gas retarded mechanism in the event of a cartridge failure. The bolt is securely bolted to the stock rails, just above the trigger to minimise movement of the user’s hand.

**Magazine**
One five-shot detachable steel magazine is included. This industry leading design is corrosion resistant and low friction for reliable feeding.

**Barrel**
Screwed into the action with a large, 30mm diameter thread, the rigidly mounted 27” match grade free floating barrel delivers consistent cold-shot performance. The double chamber muzzle brake, screwed on and tension clamped, effectively reduces recoil, muzzle flash and dust eruption. A barrel change kit allows the barrel to be changed in less than ten minutes using the barrel change tool.

**Barrel**
Screwed into the action with a large, 30mm diameter thread, the rigidly mounted 27” match grade free floating barrel delivers consistent cold-shot performance. The double chamber muzzle brake, screwed on and tension clamped, effectively reduces recoil, muzzle flash and dust eruption. A barrel change kit allows the barrel to be changed in less than ten minutes using the barrel change tool.

**Forend rail system**
Free floating tube forend system featuring a highprecision bolt system for quick and secure attaching modular rail sections allowing the user to fit a virtually unlimited variety of optical, ranging, support and carry options.
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Specification

Calibre 0.50 cal BMG (12.7 x 99mm)
Weight* 12.5kg (27.5lb)
Overall length 1370mm (53.9") extended, 1115mm (43.9") folded
Action One-piece, machined from high grade steel
Trigger Two-stage adjustable, set at 1.5-2.0kg (3.3-4.4lbs)
Safety lever Two positon safety lever ("Safe" and "Fire")
Barrel 692mm (27") free floating, stainless steel match grade. 1 in 15" twist. Fitted with a high efficiency muzzle brake
Chassis Folding chassis with adjustable cheekpiece, moveable forward sling loops, accessory rails and sight rail extensions to MIL STD 1913
Rear Observation support Height adjustable design featuring both quick and fine adjustment
Magazine Detachable box type containing five rounds
Carriage Three sling attachment points (two adjustable forward mounts)
Stockside colour** BLACK GREEN DARK EARTH

*minus scope, empty magazine  **Barrels and actions are black